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Sponsor | Define Sponsor at Dictionary.com noun. a person who vouches or is responsible for a person or thing. a person, firm, organization, etc., that finances and
buys the time to broadcast a radio or television program so as to advertise a product, a political party, etc. Sponsor | Definition of Sponsor by Merriam-Webster Our
company is a sponsor of the race.. I have over 50 sponsors for next week's race.. Her sponsors include a major sneaker company.. He agreed to be my sponsor so that
I could join the club.. The senator is a sponsor of the proposed bill. Sponsors â€“ Housing. Employment. Counseling. Mentorship. About the Sponsors Bike Program:
Sponsors has a robust Bike Program that rehabs donated bikes and loans them to participants so that they have transportation to interviews, jobs, and other
destinations.

Sponsors | Microsoft Business Applications Summit 2018 Network and learn from peers and sponsors at the partner expo at Microsoft Business Applications Summit
2018. Check out the list of sponsors. Sponsor - definition of sponsor by The Free Dictionary sponÂ·sor (spÅ•nâ€²sÉ™r) n. 1. One who assumes responsibility for
another person or a group during a period of instruction, apprenticeship, or probation. 2. One who vouches for the suitability of a candidate for admission, as to an
organization. 3. A legislator who proposes and urges adoption of a bill. 4. Christianity One who presents a candidate for. Sponsors - The Fred A special thank you to
the sponsors of the Fred for their generous support! If you are interested in becoming a sponsor for the Fred, please contact Laura Valente at
laura@premiereventslive.com or by phone at 770-241-4566.

Sponsors - madeinamericafest.com Toggle navigation. HOME LINEUP MERCH SOCIAL EXPERIENCE FAQ SPONSORS Sponsors. Sponsors and Partners | Lab
Tests Online Abbott Diagnostics is a global leader in in vitro diagnostics and offers a broad range of innovative instrument systems and tests for hospitals, reference
labs, blood banks, physician offices and clinics.With more than 69,000 institutional customers in more than 100 countries, Abbott diagnostic products offer customers
automation, convenience, cost effectiveness and flexibility. Sponsors | TWiT.TV Winc makes it easy to discover new wines you'll love. Their wine experts select
wines matched to your taste, personalized for you, and shipped right to your door.

Olympic Sponsors - The Olympic Partner (TOP) Programme The Olympic Games are one of the most effective international marketing platforms in the world,
reaching billions of people in over 200 countries and territories throughout the world. Support from the business community is crucial to the staging of the Games and
the operations of every organisation.
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